“The surgery is the technical bit, but you have the whole child
to manage while they’re here... it only works because you’ve got
the support of the Foundation which understands their emotions,
engages them with rehabilitation, and all the other stuff that
has to keep happening.” Associate Professor Leo Donnan, Orthopaedic Surgeon

Imagine – Something as basic as walking

Imagine – Your little girl was born with

These are Koko and Angel’s stories. Through a stroke
of luck, their parents were introduced to Children First
Foundation and they entrusted their children to us for
treatment and care. Now Koko is kicking that football
like a pro, and Angel is loving school.

falls and breaks a bone; then it’s off to the doctor, a
couple of weeks in plaster, and they’re as good as new.
And when a baby is born with a congenital anomaly
such as Angel’s, the hospital’s multi-disciplinary team
springs into action, develops a plan and treatment begins.

Koko and Angel’s conditions weren’t all that different to
those we see in Australia. Every day a child in Australia

The only difference is in Australia these happy outcomes
would not have depended on a stroke of luck.

and running is difficult for your little boy and
causes him pain – it’s the result of a fall when
he was a toddler, a broken bone that didn’t heal
properly. Now he’s ten: he loves playing soccer
and it hurts you to watch him struggling to
keep up with the other kids. You would do
anything to help your son grow up to walk like
his mates but you live in a remote area of PNG,
miles away from doctors let alone a hospital.
And even then the hospital doesn’t have the
resources to help him.

a facial disfigurement: she’s four now and the
other kids tease and refuse to play with her so
you try to protect her. She’s smart – she loves
singing and dancing. She’ll begin school soon
and you’re terrified of how she’ll be treated.
You spent all your money on that first urgent
operation when she was born. So even if they
had the resources to help her here in the
Philippines, you don’t know where you’ll find
the money.

“I have been associated with the Children First Foundation for
many years, since its inception. I continue to be overwhelmed
and enthusiastic about the amazing work that the Foundation
undertakes and achieves. I am proud to be a Patron.”
Lady Southey AC, Patron

Children First Foundation has been facilitating
life-changing, sometimes life-saving surgery for
children from developing countries since 1999.
The Foundation was established through the tireless
commitment of like-minded-people who shared our
vision. Not only did they ‘feel good’ about our vision,
they knew that together we could ‘do good’. Like us
they wanted to create a level playing field and give
a helping hand to kids from countries without the
necessary resources.
Children First’s Miracle sMiles program helps
approximately 23 children each year from
Australasian, Asian, African and Middle-Eastern
regions. The program’s global focus embraces
diversity, promotes equality and values compassion.
By 2020, our goal is to help 35 children annually.
Miracle sMiles facilitates surgery and pre- and
post-surgical care for a range of congenital and
acquired conditions including orthopaedic, craniofacial,
burns and plastics, renal and urology cases.
The condition must be operable and unable to be
treated in the child’s country; we seek this confirmation
from Australian surgeons who partner with us.
The children we help arrive with limited clothing,
undernourished and unable to speak English. For many,
their education has been delayed or interrupted
because of their condition. Some have previously
undergone poorly managed surgical intervention so
they are understandably fearful of what’s ahead.
Like all parents, their mums and dads want happy,
healthy lives for their children and many have spent
years searching for help before finding Children First.

The Miracle sMiles Retreat in rural Kilmore provides
a safe haven for the children as they have often
been ostracised and excluded from their community
– or even attending school – due to their condition
or appearance.
The house was donated and rebuilt by volunteers
on 42 acres of land donated by a local Rotarian.
This location provides a peaceful setting for children
who have come from remote villages, or countries
affected by conflict and political unrest.

“Parents demonstrate immense
trust by allowing their children
to come to us, strangers in
another country. It’s a trust
we value and honour.”
At the Retreat, the children have the comfort of a
‘home away from home’ and the security of knowing
this is where they’ll play, eat, sleep and heal while we
care for them. They have their own shared room with
their bed covered by a quilt they select and then take
home – a quilt lovingly made and donated by one of
our generous supporter groups.

“I didn’t know how brave I was until now, because being brave is
the only choice I had; being with Children First makes me strong
enough to reach my dreams. It’s just the beginning of my new life.”
Theresa – Philippines

Our staff and volunteers provide a holistic model
of care: we call it end-to-end care because the
children receive consistent care from one team in
one location from arrival until they return home.
Holistic care recognises the child’s emotional,
cultural and physical needs while they’re in our care.

On arrival in Australia, the children are greeted at the
airport by a member of our team who will be one of
their regular carers, giving them an immediate sense
of familiarity and continuity. Young children will be
escorted by a parent or guardian and depending on
their mobility, older children travel alone or may be
escorted by a Children First representative.
The children come from diverse cultural backgrounds
and beliefs, so we engage with their communities in
Australia to ensure they maintain their language and
other cultural customs.
Because most of the children have never been away from
home, we work towards gaining their confidence and
trust. The children who are already settled at the Retreat
play a large part in welcoming the newcomers, the older
ones taking the little ones under their wings. Our staff
and volunteers create programs to develop their English
skills, help them socialise and prepare for surgery.
We introduce a diet that helps weight gain to ensure
the children meet the weight required for anaesthesia
and surgery. We also need to introduce hygiene
standards in preparation for hospital admissions
and wound care to avoid infection.
Maintaining contact with family and home
is vital to their recovery and we ensure this
through weekly phone calls or Skyping.
We provide the older children with
mobile phone connection so they can
communicate through social media.

Theresa sustained dreadful burns when
she was eight years old and spent six
months in ICU. When her skin healed
without the necessary treatment,
contractures fused her jaw and upper
arms to her chest, dramatically
restricting her movement. She was
referred to Children First when she was
sixteen and underwent five operations
in Australia. She’ll soon return home
to the Philippines confident and happy
and with plans to study architecture.

“I am just so happy and lucky and blessed. I know a good and bright
future awaits for my little Angel.” Angel’s mother, Cypress

After surgery, children are discharged into the care of
our staff for recovery at the Retreat. With the support
of volunteer health professionals, our staff manage all
post-surgical care. Physiotherapy is a vital part of the
recovery process for most of the children we assist.
Under the guidance of physiotherapists at St Vincent’s
Private Hospital our staff have learnt ‘tricks’ that make
the activities fun and effective. Who’d have thought
playing snooker, throwing a balloon or hanging the
washing could help with rehabilitation?
We achieve extraordinary outcomes for the
children through collaboration with exceptional
Australian surgeons and health professionals.
Leading hospitals such as St Vincent’s Private Hospital,
Cabrini, Epworth Hospital, Monash Children’s Hospital
and Adelaide Women’s & Children’s Hospital partner
with us to provide outstanding care.

“I love the relationships that we
form with the children, from
that first meeting with an
initially shy, anxious child to
gradually building a bond that
is truly rewarding for myself
and hopefully, memorable for
the child.” Gerry Milton, Volunteer
We’ve also developed relationships with charitable groups
and individuals in Australia and internationally who share
a commitment to helping children. We work with
Interplast Australia and New Zealand, No Roads-Health,
Olive Kids, AACHOL Trust and ROMAC.
Further relationships have been forged with the
Department of Immigration here in Australia and embassies
overseas who assist us with visas and border crossings.
Although we receive incredible pro-bono support
from surgeons, health professionals and hospitals,
the financial demands on the Foundation are
immense. We fund airfares, visas, clothing, food,

transportation to hospitals and appointments, additional
medical aids and equipment, medications and the general
running of the Retreat and household expenses.
Medical items required for caring and supporting children
whilst at the Retreat include dressings, medication,
pressure-bandages, occupational and physiotherapy items,
disposable dressings and bed sheets, colostomy items
which include tapes, deodorisers, creams, gloves, cleansers
and bags, syringes and needles, and disinfectants and
hand sanitisers. For orthopaedic cases, wheelchairs,
walking frames, tailored weights for muscle development
and supporting orthotic footwear are required.
Further medical expenses which we are often unable to
source pro-bono include imaging such as x-rays, CT scans,
ultrasounds and MRI, and blood tests.

How you can help
Give financial support
Become a Miracle Worker through:
• Regular giving
• Workplace Giving
• Bequests
• Gifts in memory or celebration
• Gifts in perpetuity

Volunteer
• Become a regular volunteer
at the Retreat
• Donate your company’s skills
and enthusiasm

Expenses

Support a child
• Welcome & Hospital packs
• Creative Learning
• Music Therapy
• Swimming program
• Flights
• Accommodation
• Clothing & Toiletries

Give in-kind support
• Fresh fruit
• Fish and meat
• Canned goods
• Household goods
• Petrol and vehicles
• Utilities

Help with medical items
• Prosthetic limbs
• Surgical pins and equipment
• Medical supplies and services

Pro bono support
• Printing
• Gardening
• Trade skills
• Professional skills
• Pool maintenance

Income

Miracle sMiles Program

Miracle sMiles Program – 48%

Donations & Fundraising – 50%

24/7 Holistic Care – 49%

Fundraising, Marketing

Trusts & Foundations – 33%

Medical Supplies & Services – 22%

& Communications – 27%

Corporate – 11%

Flights – 12%

Operating Costs – 5%

Dividends & Interest – 6%

Food & Supplies – 6%

Administration – 20%

Utilities, Maintenance & Phone – 6%
Local Transportation – 5%

MISSION: In collaboration with exceptional health professionals, we enable life-changing surgery and provide
holistic care in Australia for disadvantaged children from overseas who are entrusted to us.
66 Chapman Street, North Melbourne 3051
P: 03 9329 4822
W: childrenfirstfoundation.org.au
E: cff@childrenfirstfoundation.org.au
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